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1. History of the Procedures

Application: Heisei 29(2017) May 10
(Priority date Heisei 24(2012) April 2)

Amendment: Heisei 29(2017) June 9
Amendment: ** ** July 6, 30 of Heisei 29(2017) October 4 reason for refusal (Heisei 
30(2018) July 10 dispatch)
Amendment: Heisei 31(2019) January 9
Written opinion : The notice of Heisei 31(2019) January 9 reason for refusal Reiwa 
1(2019) June 11 (Reiwa 1(2019) June 18 dispatch) The written opinion Reiwa 1(2019) 
December 18 Decision of Refusal (draft) Reiwa 2(2020) January 10 copy [ said ] 
delivery age-in-day sum January 21, 2 Amendment Reiwa 2(2020) May 20 request/demand 
for appeal/trial Reiwa 2(2020) May 20 Amendment instructions Reiwa 2(2020) May 28 
(Reiwa 2(2020) June 2 dispatch)
2. Summary of Decision of Refusal
Reason 1. The description of the reason for refusal of an original decision attains 
to the notice of reasons for refusal as of Reiwa 1(2019) June 11.
Say that this application should be refused by 2. and, in short, the Amendment dated 
Heisei 31(2019) January 9 does not satisfy the requirements specified to Patent Law 
Article 17bis(3), Since a person skilled in the art can invent easily based on 
invention described in Cited document 1 - 6, the invention concerning claim 1 in this
 application - 11 cannot obtain a patent in accordance with the provisions of Article
 29(2) of the Patent Act.
3. Reason Present Invention Should be Patented

(1) The description of the present invention
Invention concerning claim 1 in this application - 11 is as the description to the 
Written Amendment as of Reiwa 2(2020) May 20 submitted simultaneously with an appeal 
against the examiner's decision of refusal The place which relates to the constituent



 containing a plurality of lipid nano particles with which specific polynucleotide 
was enclosed and by which it is characterized [ the ] is that a lipid nano particle 
has the mean particle diameter which is 85 nm - 153 nm so that the protein coded by 
polynucleotide may be revealed on a higher level. That is, it can be referred to as 
being invention based on having found out that the protein coded by the 
polynucleotide enclosed with the lipid nano particle by making mean particle diameter
 of a lipid nano particle into the specific range reveals the present invention on a 
higher level. This application is the divisional application (child application) 
which makes original application Japanese Patent Application No. 2015-504571 (parent 
application). Japanese Patent Application No. 2020-088048 (grandchild application) of
 the divisional application which makes this application original application also 
exists. Although the Reason which is that for which the present invention should 
grant a special permission to below is explained based on the scope of the claim 
described in the Written Amendment as of Reiwa 2(2020) May 20, in Japanese Patent 
Application No. 2020-088048 which is grandchild application, an applicant is going to
 aim at right-ization of invention other than the present invention. And the 
correction which was a Written Amendment as of Reiwa 2(2020) May 20 in this 
application is grandchild application.
In order to regard as what carried out Japanese Patent Application No. 2020-088048 at
 the time of parent application (Japanese Patent Application No. 2015-504571) and to 
carry out an examination, Since this application which is child application needs to 
satisfy all the requirements for division to parent application (Japanese Patent 
Application No. 2015-504571), it is set as the first purpose. Since there is a strong
 desire to avoid the situation which refusal decides with division of this 
application of patent application not complying with requirements, please take into 
consideration.
(2) Clear statement of the basis of correction
[ the Written Amendment as of Reiwa 2(2020) May 20 ] [ the lipid nano particle of the
 "aforementioned plurality of a Claim 1 before Amendment ] A description with having 
the mean particle diameter of 80 nm - 150 nm" ", [ said plurality of lipid nano 
particles ] [ by changing into ... it having the mean particle diameter of 85 nm - 
153 nm so that the protein coded by the aforementioned polynucleotide may be revealed
 on a higher level" ] [ about the mean particle diameter of the lipid nano particle 
contained in the constituent according to claim 1 ] The place where it was specified 
that they are 80 nm - 150 nm in a Claim 1 before Amendment, [ a Claim 1 after 
Amendment ] It is specifying that they are 85 nm - 153 nm as the protein coded by the
 polynucleotide enclosed with the lipid nano particle is revealed on a higher level. 
Claims 2-11 have not corrected. Amendment of Claim 1s are the contents of the Example
 in Description of this application, especially Table 53 (paragraphs 1725-172).
6), Table 54 (paragraphs 1728-1729), Table 56 (paragraphs 1734-1735), Table 57 
(paragraphs 1737-1738), Table 146 (paragraphs 2148-2149), It is based on the matter 
described in Table 147 (paragraphs 2151-2152), Table 158 (paragraphs 2183-2184), 
Table 159 (paragraphs 2186-2187), Table 164 (paragraphs 2203-2204), and Table 165 
(paragraphs 2206-2207). For example, speaking of 85 nm which is a boundary value of 
the mean particle diameter of the lipid nano particle in a Claim 1 after Amendment, 
and 153 nm, the numerical value of "85 nm" has a description in Table 53, and the 
numerical value of "153 nm" has a description in Table 146. If it is a person skilled
 in the art, [ reveal / the protein coded by the polynucleotide enclosed with the 
lipid nano particle by considering it as the specific range / on a higher level / the
 mean particle diameter of a lipid nano particle ] It is obvious from the matter 
described in Table 53, Table 54, Table 56, Table 57, Table 146, Table 147, Table 158,
 Table 159, Table 164, and Table 165 in Description of this application. Therefore, 
an amendment of Claim 1 is not an introduces a new technical matter in a relation 
with the matter which was clear as for not being what adds a new technical meaning, 



and was described at the description etc. as filed of this application. It can set to
 a Claim 1 after Amendment ", [ said plurality of lipid nano particles ] [ the matter
 of ... having the mean particle diameter of 85 nm - 153 nm so that the protein coded
 by the aforementioned polynucleotide may be revealed on a higher level" ] A Claim 1 
before Amendment ", [ said plurality of lipid nano particles ] The erroneous 
description "80 nm" which can be set to have the mean particle diameter of 80 nm - 
150 nm", and "150 nm" are corrected to "85 nm" and "153 nm", respectively, the mean 
particle diameter of the lipid nano particle which is a matters specifying the 
invention of invention which relates to a Claim 1 before Amendment on it -- more -- 
notional -- a lower level matters specifying the invention -- it should carry out 
(simultaneously again) The working effect description "the protein coded by the 
aforementioned polynucleotide is revealed on a higher level" is added in order to 
clarify the point of the present invention more. Therefore, an amendment of Claim 1 
corresponds to "correction of an erroneous description" and "the restriction in a 
limited way of a scope of the claim" which are accepted as correction about a scope 
of the claim made simultaneous with an appeal against the examiner's decision of 
refusal. Or it can set to a Claim 1 after Amendment ", [ said plurality of lipid nano
 particles ] [ the matter of ... having the mean particle diameter of 85 nm - 153 nm 
so that the protein coded by the aforementioned polynucleotide may be revealed on a 
higher level" ] A Claim 1 before Amendment ", [ said plurality of lipid nano 
particles ] The erroneous description "150 nm" which can be set to have the mean 
particle diameter of 80 nm - 150 nm" is corrected to "153 nm", the mean particle 
diameter of the lipid nano particle which is a matters specifying the invention of 
invention which relates to a Claim 1 before Amendment on it -- more -- notional -- a 
lower level matters specifying the invention -- it should carry out (simultaneously 
again) In order to clarify the point of the present invention more while pulling up 
the minimum of the mean particle diameter of a lipid nano particle from before 
Amendment "80 nm" to "85 nm" -- "-- the protein coded by the aforementioned 
polynucleotide is revealed on a higher level -- as -- " -- it can be said that the 
working effect description to say was added. Also in the case of Perilla frutescens 
(L.) Britton var. crispa (Thunb.) Decne., it is merely considered that an amendment 
of Claim 1 corresponds to "correction of an erroneous description", and "the 
restriction in a limited way of a scope of the claim."
(3) Contrast with a description and the present invention of a Cited Invention, and a
 Cited Invention
In the Decision of Refusal as of Reiwa 2(2020) January 10, the examiner has indicated
 that invention concerning Claims 1-11 lacks in an Inventive Step by the Cited 
document 6 (JP 2015 - 518816A) which is original application. So that clearly from 
having stated above (2) [ this indication ] [ place which is what is based on the 
opinion of the examiner that this application is not what satisfies the substantive 
requirements for division ] it can set in the present demand item 1 -- "-- said 
plurality of lipid nano particles ... it has the mean particle diameter of 85 nm - 
153 nm so that the protein coded by the aforementioned polynucleotide may be revealed
 on a higher level -- " -- the matter to say is a thing of the matter described in 
the description etc. as filed of this application within the limits. It is also the 
within the scope of the matter described in the Description etc. of Japanese Patent 
Application No. 2015-504571 which is original application similarly. Therefore, this 
application satisfies the substantive requirements for division, and the reason for 
refusal of the lack of inventive step based on Cited document 6 considers should be 
withdrawn. The examiner has indicated that invention concerning Claims 1-11 lacks in 
an Inventive Step by Cited document 1 - 5 again. On the other hand, an applicant is 
dissenting as he states below. First, while the examiner describes that invention 
concerning Claims 1-11 lacks in an Inventive Step by Cited document 1 - 5, he has 
described the thing of the purport that Cited document 2 (JP 2012 - 505250A) 



discloses the lipid nano particle which is the mean particle diameter of 90-130 nm. 
However, disclosure of Cited document 2 focuses on intracellular delivery of low 
molecule interference RNA (siRNA) over the whole substantially, and delivery of DNA 
or mRNA arrangement is only briefly touched on in the paragraph 0197 as a substitute 
example of application. The data currently disclosed in Cited document 2 is only a 
thing about encapsulation and delivery of siRNA which uses the nano particle (see 
Table 10) whose mean particle diameter is 64-72 nm. So that it may state below, [ 
from Table 53 and Table 54 56, and 57 in Description of this application ] It is 
distinct that the expression level of the protein coded by the polynucleotide 
enclosed by the lipid nano particle is deteriorated intentionally when the mean 
particle diameter of a lipid nano particle is less than 85 nm, From Table 146, Table 
147, Table 158, and Table 159, 164, and 165 in Description of this application, also 
when the mean particle diameter of a lipid nano particle exceeds 153 nm, it is 
distinct that the expression level of the protein coded by the polynucleotide 
enclosed by the lipid nano particle is deteriorated. A description which suggests 
such a result to Cited document 1 - all of five cannot be accepted. Although Table A 
and B is shown below, Table A is created combining some data in Table 53 and 54 of 
Description of this application, and Table B is created combining some data in Table 
56 and 57 of Description of this application. In the case of "NPA-074-1" in which 
mean particle diameter is less than 85 nm, Table A shows that a proteinic expression 
level is low digit single [ at least ] compared with the case of "NPA-071-1" whose 
mean particle diameter is 85 nm or more, "NPA-072-1", and "NPA-073-1." In the case of
 "NPA-073-1" in which mean particle diameter is less than 85 nm, Table B shows 
similarly that a proteinic expression level is low digit single [ at least ] compared
 with the case of "NPA-071-1" and "NPA-075-1" whose mean particle diameter is 85 nm 
or more. Conversely, if it says, the result shown in Table A and B shows that a 
proteinic expression level increases compared with the case where mean particle 
diameter is less than 85 nm, when the mean particle diameter of a lipid nano particle
 is 85 nm or more.



Although Table C, D, and E is shown below, Table C is created combining some data in 
Table 146 and 147 of Description of this application, Table D is created combining 
some data in Table 158 and 159 of Description of this application, and Table E is 
created combining some data in Table 164 and 165 of Description of this application. 
From the result shown in Table C - E, when mean particle diameter exceeds 153 nm (in 
namely, the case of "111612-B", "111612-C", and "111612-A"), compared with the case 
where mean particle diameter is 153 nm or less, the tendency for a proteinic 
expression level to become low is accepted. Conversely, if it says, the result shown 
in Table C - E shows that a proteinic expression level increases compared with the 
case where mean particle diameter exceeds 153 nm, when the mean particle diameter of 
a lipid nano particle is 153 nm or less.





In addition, a person skilled in the art may not expect the advantageous effect of 
the present invention played when mean particle diameter encloses polynucleotide 
using the lipid nano particle which is 85-153 nm. Certainly the paragraph 0187 of the
 Cited document 2 which the examiner is citing has the description by "Preferably the
 constituent which makes in-the-specification offer is size-ized from the average 
diameter of about 70 nm from about 200 nm, more preferably about 90 nm to about 130 
nm." However,
There is no disclosure of a result which supports that the constituent of "about 90 
to about 130 nm" is in Cited Document 2 preferable. Supposing the constituent of 
"about 90 to about 130 nm" is preferable, it will separate from the Example of the 
nano particle whose mean particle diameter which has disclosure in Cited document 2 
is 64-72 nm from the range. On the other hand, in the paragraph 0180 of Cited 
document 2, [ "1 embodiment ] combine a lipid mixture with the buffer solution of 
nucleic acid -- producing the middle mixture which contains the nucleic acid 
encapsulated in lipid particles -- the above-mentioned encapsulation nucleic acid -- 
the ratio of nucleic acid/lipid -- about 3 wt(s)% -- it exists at pair about 25 
wt(s)%, preferably 5wt% pair 15wt%. By a case, the above-mentioned middle mixture can
 carry out [ size ]-izing, and so that lipid-encapsulation nucleic acid particles may
 be obtained, [ the above-mentioned lipid part ] Preferably, from 30 nm in diameter, 
there is a description by it being a unilamellar vesicle with about 40 to [ 150 nm 
more preferably ] 90 nm", and further, [ the paragraph 0181 ] There is a description 
by "The above-mentioned vesicle has the size of the range of about 30 to [ about 30 
nm to about 150 nm, more preferably ] about 90 nm", and it has not separated from the
 Example of the nano particle whose mean particle diameter which has disclosure in 
Cited document 2 is 64-72 nm from these ranges. In view of the above, it is 
considered that instruction of Cited document 2 is what gives a person skilled in the
 art the motivation which uses the lipid nano particle of mean particle diameter 
smaller than "85 nm - 153 nm" of the present invention. If it furthermore says, [ 
Cited document 2 ] [ relate / to siRNA enclosed by the lipid nano particle ] When you
 are going to make it reveal the protein coded by the polynucleotide enclosed by the 
lipid nano particle, a certain indicator is not provided about the importance of the 
mean particle diameter of a lipid nano particle. As Reference documents, Nano. Lett. 
2015 by Kauffman and others, 15, and 7300-7306 are attached. As stated in the 
Reference documents of this attachment, [ nano particle / the lipid nano particle 
which encloses siRNA, and / which encloses mRNA / lipid ] The case of siRNA, and in 



the case of mRNA, when the various characteristics including particle diameter are 
optimized, the lipid nano particles obtained as a result differ. [ ABSTRACT of these 
Reference documents ] "the optimized lipid nanoparticle formulation did not improve 
siRNA delivery, indicating differences in optimized It describes as formulation 
parameter design spaces for siRNA andmRNA." [ Kauffman and others ] [ by using the 
optimized lipid nano particle ] While delivery of mRNA is improved intentionally, the
 thing of the purport that no improvement is brought about about delivery of siRNA is
 also found out, It is described as "siRNA-loaded LNPs may be more tolerant than 
mRNA-loaded LNPs of design space differences." Therefore, if it is a person skilled 
in the art, in quest of the indicator on delivery of mRNA, their eyes cannot be 
turned to Cited document 2. Since cited documents 1 and 3 - 5 all are not disclosing 
delivering mRNA using a lipid nano particle, they do not compensate the 
characteristics of the present invention which Cited document 2 is not disclosing, 
either. It is considered that a person skilled in the art is not what was able to 
invent easily, and invention concerning claim 1 in this application has an Inventive 
Step from the above Reason based on invention described in Cited document 1 - 5 at 
least. It is considered that it has an Inventive Step for a Reason with the same said
 of the invention concerning a claim 2 to 11 which are dependent on claim 1 at least.
4. Closing
Therefore, this invention which cancels an original decision asks for the 
appeal/trial decision that it shall patent. [Reference] Nano. Lett. 2015, 15, 
7300-7306
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